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Introduction

' Professor of l-aw, chairman of the Nethertands Institute of l'luman Rights, Utreclrt university'

P- R. Baahr et at. (eds.), Human Rizhts: Chinese and Dutch Perspecrivc-s' l-15' 1

@ 1996 Ktuwer law lnternational. Printcd in the Netherlanls.

From 14 through 25 June 1993, the United Nations held their second World

conforence on Human Rights in vienna, twenty-five years after a similar

conference was convened in Teheran and forty-five years since the Universai

Deciaration of l{urnan Rights was proclaimed. in tlie Universai Declaration the

b*nerul Assembly of the ilnited Nations has taid down the inalienable rights a'd

fi-eedoms which all persons hold by virtue simply of their beinglruman' Although

its outcome remained uncertain until the very end, the Vienna Conference finaliy

uaopt"a the vienna Declaration and Programnre of Action (Doc. A/Conf" 157123,

ri iury 1995) which were greeted with enthusiasm by participants and outsiders

;fif.". Si*ifarly, in the media the Conference was depicted as a success. For a

brief spell at least the promise conlained in the hrst preambular paragraph of the

vi.*u Declaration 
"nd 

P.ogru*me of Action of 25 June 1993 (hereinafter

rel'erred to as the Vienna Deitaration) seemed to come true' According to this

opening paragraph 'the promotion and protection of human rights is a matler of

piiority for the intemational community'--'^ ,Htwever, on closer inspection it may very well'be wondered whether the

success is indeed as lasting as it is sometimes professed to be. Part of the sense

of success undoubtedly stems from the fact that the Conference as it itas finally

;;;; ;i r"presents a weak light at the end of the other-wise dark tunnei in whicli

human righis would seem to find themsclves over the last number of years' The

euphorialrompted by the so-calied democratic revolutions in the second half of

the eighties, notably-those in the countries of Middle and Eastern Europe, has

ratherluickly tumed into the disappointment and even despair of the first years

of the 1990s. Reported human righis violations in that period appeared rnore wide-

spread, more systematic, gross and flagrant than before' At the very moment the

Conference was convenirig in Viema iust a few hundred kilometres away, in

former Yugoslavia, frumanlights violations were being perpetrated on a scale and

of an atrocf,y which are difficult to rival. The world and the United Nations were

literally waiching and for ali practical purposes did nothing. ln various other

trouble spots across the globe - in fact too many to keep track of - the record is

hardly any betler cyen if ielective media attention and/or our own limiled capacity

to absorb information may sometimes make us believe otheryisg' In such an

atmosphereofparalysissmallachievementsmayeasilybecomebigevents.-.
overestimation of the results obtained was in addition facilitated by fte fact

that prospects for a successful outcome of the Conference looked rather bleak at
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its start and during the period immediately preceding it. As a matter of fact, even

during the Conference's early stages it remained uncertain whether it would
eventually prove possible to arrive at a degree of common understanding sufficient
to produce some fonn of final docurnent at all.r Against this background it
becomes easier to understand that the results of two weeks of negotiations as they

are now reflected in the Vienna Declaration rvere highlighted as a major
accomplishment at the ciose of the Conference, The benefit of hindsight and some

distance, hbwever, prompt concem over the impact of the Conference over'the
somewhat longer term.

I The Vienna Declaration and Programmc of Action ald the Concept of
Universality

Immediately alter the Conference the Vienna Declaration has, at least in the
-- 

Westerir p"ffi of the'woild, been heralded as a mileitonb, partidulAflt because it is
said to constitute an unequivoeal reaffirmation ofthe principle of universality. The
principle of universality makes up the bedrock of the Westem conception of
human rights. Indeed, it carmot be denied that the Vienna Declaration contains a

number of important provisions in this respect. Already the second preambular
paragraph may be read to vindicate the universality of human rigtts. It recognizes
and reaffirms that 'all human rights derive from the dignrty and worth inherent in
the human person, and that the human person is the central subject of human

rights,and fundamental freedorrrs...' This preambular paragraph has its counterpart

in paragraph Ll where it is provided that 'Human rights and fundamental

freedoms are the birthright of allhuman beings...' This provision which also starts

from the point of deparfure that all human rights are rooted in human dignity, is

followed by the unambiguous assertion of the first sentence of paragraph I.5
laying down that 'All human rights are universal, indivisible and interdependent

and interrelated.' To this, paragr4ph I.8 adds that 'the promotion and piotection

of human rights and fundamental freedoms at the national and intemational level
should be universal...'

Most importantly, however, the foregoing reaffirmations of the universality
of human rights have to be read in the light of the most eye-catching provision of
the Vienna Declaration in this respect which is contained in the final sentence of
its very first paragraph where it is straightforwardly provided ttrat: 'The World
Conference on Human Rights reaffirms the solemn commitment of all States to
fulfil their obligations to promote universal respec.t for, and observance and

protection of all human rights and fundamental freedoms for all in accordance

witn tf,e Charter of the United Nations, other instruments relatlirg to human rights,

See the staternent by Foreign Minister Wong Kan Seng of Singapore which was delivered to the

Conference on 16 June 1993, rvhen he observed: 'The preparatory procoss for the World
Conference on Human Rights has been mired in fundamental disagreement. Even now, we cannot

assurne that a consensus will be reached'(p. l).
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Axan Challenges to the Concept of UniversalitY

and intemational iaw. The universal nature of these rights andfreedoms is beyond

question.'z (emPhasis added)

Both sepaxately and taken together the above-mentioned provisions contained

in the Vienna Declaration would indeed seem to leave little cause for concern,

because they rnay be read as aclear-cut victory of the conceptof universality as

it was inaugurated by the Universal Deciaration of Fluman Rights" This first

impr"ssion ii reinforced by the fact that the Vienna Declaration contains very little

countervailing evidence in the sense of stipul4tions which could be intetpreted as

t*gitimizing lorrrr of cultural relativism. Furthermore, the little countervailing

*r]d"r". that is available is couched in rather weak wording' An example

constitutes paragraph L5, which after sefiing forth universalify, reiterates the duty

of States to promote and protect ail human rights and fundamental freedoms, albeit

under the condition that ,the significance of national and regionai particularities

and various historical, cultural and religious backgrounds must be borne in

mind...'

II The Vienna Consensus

As an important additional reason for arguing the success of the conference it is

often pointed out that the Vienna Declaration was adopted by consensus' However

relying on the concept of consensus today requires some caution' In the present-

day cJntext of large-scale intemitional gatherings like the World Conference on

Human Rights, it becomes increasingly difficult to pinpoint the real meaning of
the term consensus, at the very least for non-participants. In the material sense the

ordinary meaning of the term seems to designate, if not unanimity, at least a

substantial degrie of agreement. Within the framework of intemational

organizations aid confer.n""s emphasis has shifted and is still further shifting to

thJprocedural aspects, Le. the so-called consensus-procedure as distinguished from

the so-called consensus-compromise.3 The existence side by side of these different

aspects of consensus not infrequently causeS confusion becaUse the use of the term

may create the impression that agteement has been reached while in fact all that

has happ.ned may be that the outcome of an intemational meeting or gathering

*as obtained on the basis of a decision-making procedure labelled 'consensus'"

This consensus-technique of decision-making is characterized by the absence of
voting and non-objection defined 'as the taking of a decision only when no

particlpant oppo*", it so strongly as to insist on blocking it''4 In reference to the

see also paragraph 1.32 ten 'The wodd conference on Human Rights reaffirms the importance

of enluring uiriversatity, objectiviry and non-selectivity of the considerations of.hpman rights

ltilt;; 
^" 

explanation of this distinction, for insta,ce, E. Suy, 'T*e Meaning of consensus'in

Multilateraf Diplomacy', in: R. Akkerman e.a. (eds.), l-iber Rdling' Declaratiotts on Principles;

A Quesr /or Universal Peace,Leyden l9?7, pp 247-257'

S"IP. Srur, 'lm proving the Intefilational Legislative Proces s" ,9 Georgia Journal ol International

and Comparative Law, l9?9, pp- 519-533, atp' 529'
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Upited Nations the consensus-technique has been described as foilows: 'Adoption

of a resolution by consensus does not irnply that all members present'in the tIN
body fully or unanimously suppcirt the entire cofltents, blt rather that rro one

opplr", ihe content strongly enough to insisi upon the right to vote against the

text.'5
These subtleties inherent in the consensus*technique combined with the

complexities of decision-making in present-day intemational sefiings make it

tempting t0 water down the requiremenis of meaningful decision-making to almost

the vani-shing-point. One sometimes gets the impression that it now suffices to

simply ,*"ord a decision by consensus as long as all,.or at least the most importa*t

actors, were present at the meeting concemed and participat+d in one way or

another. If, on top of that, the consensus-procedure is mistaken for the consensus-

compromise the picture obviously may become completely blurred' At any rate,

particularly in iases of intemational decision-making on the basis of the

"onr"nrur-t*chnique 
it is pertinent not to confine the analysis to the resulting

largest common denominator text, but also to take into account the various

posltions taken by individual States or groups of States. Only thus can a fnore or

iess realistic picture be gathered with respect to the state of affairs concemed. This

holds true in particular also with respect to the field of human rights. It is

submitted that by looking behind the consensus the future of the international

human rights debate becoires less bright than a superficial reading of the Vienna

Declaration would seem to promise. In particular some important Asian countries

have launched a number of powerful challenges to the very heart of the human

rights conception as it is traditionally and still fairly generally adhered to in the

West.

III Behind the Vienna Consensus: Asian Challenges

In the foltowing the statements ,t tt 
" 

World Conference on Human Righrs of the

representatives of three Asian countries, re. the People's Republic of China,

Indonesia and Singapore will be analyzed. AII three are important States, albeit

in somewhat different respects and for somewhat different reasons. It should,

therefore, be observed from the outset that it obviously constitutes a distortion of
reality to lump together such different countries under the heading of an Asian

challinge, jusf as it is somewhat artificial to refer to the lWestern' conception of
universatity of human rights. In both cases the States concerned differ markedly

from eactr other in several respects. Nevertheless., for the present purposes the

dichotomy presented in this way rvould seem to be warranted. The statements on

behalf of the People's Republic of China, Indonesia and Singapore resemble each

other in that they set forth a conception of human rights which in important

Fried van Hoof

N. Lateef, 'Parliamentary Diplomacy and the No*h-South Dialogue', ll Geargia Journal of
International and Comparative Lav',1981, pp. I-41'
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Asian Challenges to the Concept o! Universaltty

respects deviates from the one usually attributed to that of the Westem States as

it is read into the provisions of the Vienna Declaiation outlined above.

The Chinese siatement is the most concise one of the three.6 It reminds of the

positions usually taken by the former socialist countries of Middle and Eastem

b,r.op*. Unlike the latter, however, which used to more or less veil a lack of
.orrrrnr.r, by submiUing a different interpretation of formally agreed upon human

rights, the present Chinese approact is based upon a hardly concealed denial of
the universality of human rights: 'Thus, orle should not and cannot think the

human rights standard and model of certain cotmtries as the only proper ones and

demand all other countries to comply with them.'7 The standard and model

prefened by the Chinese representative lays heavy emphasis on Bconomic

:.. development: 'The algument that human rights is the precondition for

, developments is unfounded. When poverty and lack of adequate food are

commonplace and people's basic needs are not guarantoed, priority should be

given to economic development.'8 This in tum requires that rights and obiigations

are considered as indivisible. It is argued to be a universal principle of all civiiized

societies to maintain social stability and to ensure that the basic human rights of
citizens do not contradict each other. 'The practice of the international communify

has proved once and again only when there is iustice, order and stability in a
country or society, can its development and well-being as well as basic human

rights of its citizens be guaranteed.'e

This emphasis on intenral stability not suqprisingly leads the Chinese

representative to conclude his statement with a strongly voiced plea for non-

interference in each other's intemal affairs, among which are first and foremost

human rights. 'lf the sovereignty of a State is not safeguarded, the human rights

of its citizens are out of the question, like a castle in the air. The views that the

human rights question goes beyond boundary and that the principle of non-

interference in other's intemai affairs is not applicable to it and actions on the

prernises are, in essence, a form of power politics.'io
The Indonesian contribution to the World Conference is the most elaborate o{'

the three discussed here-rr It starts with the reassurance that the universality of
human rights is not in danger. It downplays the alleged confrontation between the

West and the Asian countries which according to the media was buiiding up

during the preparation of the Conference. As the Indonesian Minister of Foreign

Affairs, Mr. Alatas, stated: '[ can say in ali truthfulness that we have not come to

Speech by H.E. Mr. Liu Hiaqiu, Head of the Chinese Dclegation at the World Conference on

Human Rights, Vienna, l5 June 1993.

lbidem, p- 3. I

lden.
ldem.

tbidem, p. 4.

,See sralernent by l{.E. Mr. Ali Alatas, ministerof Foreign Affairs and Head of the Delegation

of the Republic of Indonesia, before the World Conference on Human Rights, Vienna, l4 June

r993,
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Vierrna to engage in confrontation, nor to advocate an altemative concept of

human rights, based on some nebulous notion of "cultural relativism" as spuriously

alleged by some quarters.'I2 This is not to say, however, that there is not still a

deblte on hu** iights going on. The reason is not any contention befiileen East

and West or between No;h id Souttr, but rather 'the lingering echo of an ea4ier

clash between two Westem traditions, between the principle of individual liberly

i:.til th" prin"ipt* of a strong lawful authority...'r3 Although the Indonesian

iepresentative submits &at these two sides of the coin only become fruitful in their

union, the statement by mr. Alaras leaves hardly any doubt as to where the

emphasis should be in the present context of countries like Indonesia' He

subscribes to the words of United States' justice Oliver Wendell Holmes holding

that 'When it comes to a decision by a Head of State upon a matter involving its

life (the srare,s), rhe ordinary rights of individuals must yield ]o 
what he deems

the necgqqiti"q of tn. momeni'.'o Subsequently he makes the point 'that while we

in the developing woild do undeiiiand and appreciate the thinking and motivation

underlying pi"rJ.,fauy Westem policies and views on human rights, we should at

l*ust exfcf similar understanding and appreciation of the historical formation arrd

experien"es of non-Westem soci;ties and the attendant development of our cultural

ani social values and traditions.'rs

According to Mr. Alatas the wide diversity in history, culture, value systems,

geography anl phases of development among the nations oj the world calls for

ir.o:t"r ro"gpition of the immenie complexity ofthe issue of human rights' White

ile u.riversa*l validiry of hurnan rightJ is reiterated to be beyond question, the

complexity involved, it is asserted, has prompted general agreement that

intemational cooperation presupposes as a basic condition respect for sovereign

equality of States and the national identity of peoples.r6 Because human rights

are vital and irnportant for and by themselves, but because efforts at national

development are equally so, Indonesia 'caflnot accept linking questions of human

rights io economic and development cooperation, by attaching- human rights

iriplementation as politicat conditionalities to such cooperation.'r7

As far as Indonesia's own conceptign of human rights is concemed Mr'

Alatas' statement advocates an integfal and balanced approach in which. the

promotion and proteciion of all riglits is uqdertaken. More concreteiy, this is

argued to imply in accordance with Article 29 of the universal Declaration of
Human Rights that next to the principles requiring rgspecl for the rights and

freedoms olm* individual, there are stipulations regarding the obligations of the

individual toward the society and the State. Without laking into account the

balance required, the rights of the cornmunity as a whole can be denied, which can

'? lbiden, p. 4.
t3 lbidem, p. 5.
ta ldem.
ts lbidem, p. 6.
ta lbidem, p. 7 .

t1 lbidetn, p, 8.
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leadtoinstabilityandevenanalchy.ConsequentlY,.weinlndonesiadonotand
cannotmaintainapureiyind;vidualisticapproachtowardshunranrightsforwe
cannot disregartl the-interests of our societies and nations''rt The upshot as

;;r"til iritre gist of the lndonesian message to the World Confelence is put

;;;; in the following key passage: 
,while human rights are indeed universal

in character, it is noiv generalli acknowledged th{ their expression a*d

i*pi"*"r"rion in tlie naiional context should remain the competenye an{

reJponsiuirity or eu"tr government. Jhis. 
means that the complex variety of

Iroblems. of different *"ino*i., social and culturai realities, and the unique value

#*ft;;ili;; ;;-.h countly shouid be taken into consideration' This national

;'"*p#;t. not inlv d"rives frim the principle"of ::":::lryll 
of States' but aiso

is a iogi"al conseque'ce of the piincif.le of self-determination.' '''

While tire Chinese position was described as the most concise one relying

nlrinff on tlie prohibition of outside inlerference with domestic human rights

l"rirJilri". urrd th. i,rdoresiun conrribution as rhe most elaborate one nibbling

alntost irnperceptibty at the neatly maintained Westem edifice of the universality

of human rights, the Singaporean approach is the most outspoken and

,iruGntfor*urJ. tn, uAOr*us"ny Foreign Minister Wong Kan Seng to the World

Conference *as signincantiy entitled;iThe Real World of Human Rights''2o The

statement airs the self,conidence which understandably comes with the recent

Asian economic success of which singapore has been one of the frontrunners for

quite some tirne now. This is evidenied in some of the ciosing paragraphs

embodying what seems to constitute the boftorn line of the Singaporean train of

tlrought: .We make no ,pology for doing whaf rr,e believe is correct rather than

what our critics advise. singaporeans are responsible for singapore's future' we

justify ourselves * 
""r-p-"pie? ,not by abstract theories or the approbation of

'f*"igr,**, but by the more ,igoiors test of practiial success' Our citizens live

with freedom and Aignlty in in environmtnt that is safe, irealthy, clean and

incorrupt. They have"easy access to cultural, recreationai and social amenities'

[ooa uiurrAu*as of educaiion for our children and prospect of a better life for

future generations. I can say without false modesty that many of our weli meaning

.critics cannot claim as much. we do not think that our amangements will suit

everybody, Uu tn"y ,uit ourselves. This is the ultimate test of any poiiticai

system.'21

This conclusion constitutes the iogical end of a line of reasoning which, at

least from a western perspective departs remarkably from a number of premises

,no"rtving human *ghts. in its very opening paragraph the singaporean statement

would seern to pi"tui" the intematlonal law of tu*rn rights as something which

is at best in the making or lexferenda; the statement as a whole hardly makes

'\ lbiden, p. lo.
'' lhide nt, p. ll.
2u See ,tu/rra $ote I
2' lbiden, p. la .
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reference to the intemational law of human rights as lex lata in the sense of a
. generally accepted set of principles, standards, noffns and rules. On the contrary,

Minister Wong Kan Seng's speech abounds with manifestations of the

Singaporean conviction or* the one hand that there exists no consensus on human

rights and on the other that it is most unlikely that there ever will be genuine

consensus. In this vein Minister Wong Kan Seng submits that one canflot even

discem agreement in the West: 'The debate is not just between the West and the

Third World. Nor every country in the West will agree on the specific meaning

of every one of the Universal Declaration's thirty articles. Not every one in the

West will even agree that att of them are really rights.'z He goes on to
substantiate this position by pointing out that abortion is a hotly contested issue

in the United States, that France, unlike Britain and the United States has never

recognized the riglrt to trial byjury andthat Sweden's social security anangements

have been denounced by other Westem countries, and he deduees therefrom that
" -"Tlie extent and exercise of rights; in partieular civil'rights; vaties' greatly from

one culture or political community io another.'23

In the face of this 'real world of human rights' insisting upon universality is

even regarded as dangerous. 'Universal recognition of the ideal of human rights
can be harmful if universalism is used to deny or to mask the reality of diversity.

The gap berween different points of view will not be bridged if this is ignored.

We deceive only ourselves if we pretend this is not so.'24 It is on this basis of
' diversity that international norms evolve and 'If this is not to be driven by the

clash of steel and blood, then it must entail a process of debate, interpretation and

re-interpretation, in which agreem€nts are contingent. 125

Contingency, which indeed seems to constitute one of the cornerstones of th€

Singaporean approaoh, of course squales uneasily with the concept of human

rights tak€n as a universalist ideal. Consequently, it is no reason for surprise to

learn that from Singapore's perspective future agreement on hurnan rights is

hardly more than an illusion; 'Every country must find its own way. I{uman rights

do not lend themselves to neat general formulas.'26 In this setting the only viable

solutioq according to Fofeign Minister Wong Kan Seng, is to take a pragmatic or

even clinicai approach. For Singapore this would seem to mean that the ultimate

test is that of the success of the govemment fo provide the order and stability
necessary for development. With these govemmental tasks there should be no

(outsidej inprference on the basis of human rights. 'Good govemment is neoessary

for the realisation of all rights. No one can e4joy rights in anarchy. And the first
duty of all govemments is to ensure that it has the power to govem effectively.

And they must govem fairly. If politiial institutions fail to deliver a better life to

" Ibdem, p. t.
2t lbidem, p. 3.
2o lbidem, p. 2.
?t lbidem, p. 'l .

16 'lbidem, 
p. 9.
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, 
their peoples, they will not endure over the iong term. I{uman rights will not be

ac$eA.if they ire perceived as an obstacle to progress- This is a fact that some

,*ufo6 would io *Jt to ponder. There is already evidence that at some stage an

excessive emphasis on iniividual rights becomes counterproductive.'?7

IV .The Illusion of Consensus?

In the present author's view, the foregoing anatysis shows deep cleavages between

iirraiti*al Westem conceptions on thg one hand and the (new) Asian approach,

narticularly the Singaporean version of it, on the other' These cleavages would

ieem to go to the very heart of the idea of human rights'

It is iue that the statements by the Asian countries discussed above frequently

refer to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, or more generally to the

Intenrational Bill of Rights, and subscribe to the values enshrined therein' One

Jo", not have to doubt the sincerity of such reaffirmations while at the same time

[ointing to the challenge which these statoments equaliy contain with respect to

[,* pr#i*"* underlying rhe International Bilt of Rights. Some of these chalienges

, w"rl highlighted in the preceding section. The.vloil down !o l rather far-reaching

a-ri"iiJ, rriith respect to on" of the pillars of the prevailing intemational'law of

human rights as it has originated from Westem thinkihg, i'e. the principle of

universality. The picture emerging from what may be labelled the new Asian

approach is tirat the State is first and foremost. and that individual rights are at

' i*ast temporarily subor,rlinated to the common good to be gained by the order and

stability providea by the State. From the Singaporean verligl the first impressiorr

is eventhat the subservient position of the individual should be structural, and that

as long as the West insists upon the primacy of human rights with the individual

as theil central object, there-will be no consensus. All this obviously is a far cry

from an unequivocal reaffirmation of the principle of universality which is said

, to be contained in the Vienna Declaration'' On the concept of universality of human rights and its relation to the issue of

so-called cultgral relativism Donnelly has made a distinction between different

leveis of strong and weak relativism or, conversely, weak and strong universalism'

'Across the continuum of shong and weak relativisms there are several types oI

Ievels of relativity. ln a rough way, three hierarchical levels of variations can be

distinguished, involving cultural relativity in the sr.i&s/ance of lists of human rights,

rnlhe interpretattonoflndividual rights, and in theform in which particular righls

are irnplemented.'?8 Donnelly subsequently makes an effort to defend a weak

cultural relativist position that permits limited deviations from 'universal' human

rights standards prirnarily at the levels of form and interpretation.

21 tbide,n, p. 8.t' :, Donn.lly, 'cultural Relativism and Human Rights" Human Rtghts Quarterly, vol' 6' No 4,

198s, pp.400-419.
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With respect to substantive universality Donnetly observes: 'Rights that vary

in form and: interpretation still are clear$ t'univefsal" in an important sense,

particularly if the substantive list is relatively universal. But while variations in

S.rU3t .r""-involve much more extreme ielativity, eten here talk bf ttniversality can

be meaningful. If we look at complerc lists rather than at particular rights, there

may be an essential universality even in the midst of considerable substantive

diversity-'2e FIe professes that 'virtually all states today have embraced - in

speech lf not in deed - the human rights standards enunciated in the Universal

Iieclaration of Human Rights and the Intemational Human Rights Covenants. This

consensus prcsents a strong p,'ilna facie case for a relatively $trong universalism;

that is for weak cultural relativism. Even if this "conssnsus" is largely the

cornplement of vice to virtue, it reveals widely shared notions of "vidud', an

underlying "univefsal" moral position compelling at least the appearance of assent

from even the oynical and the corupt.'39 He conqludes on t[4J bas-is that 'the-

presumption must bethat these rights [embedded in the Universal Deciaration-vHJ

must apply universally, aithough that presumption can be Overcome by particular

cultural arguments.'3l
The esserrtial universality referred to above which may be gathered from

looking at the complete list of the International Bill of Rights rather than at its

particutar rights may take, according to Donnelly, lthe fonn of a large common

core with rilatively few differences "around the edges"l.i2 It is interesting to
compare this point of view to the so-called pragmatic approach advocated by

Singapore's Forelgn Minister Wong Kan Seng. in his address to the Vienna

Conference he described such a pragmatic approach to human rights as 'one that

tries to consolidate what common ground we can agree on, while agreeing to

disagree if we must" More effort should be devoted to clinically identifying the

specific rights that we-can all agree on now; and which others must await further

discussion before we reach consensus-'?3

Donnelly's 'essential universality' and the 'pragmatic approach' of
Singapore's Foreign Minister coincide to the extent that they both imply the need

for the identification of core rights. Therefore, although it cannot be denied that

'identifying the core rights which are truly universal will not always be easy',34

that task should urgently be undertaken in search for consensus.

2" lbidem, p. 409.
30 lbidem, p. 414.
3i lbideril, p. 4l'l .

12 lbidenz, p, 409.
13 r Lac.cit. (note l), p. 7
la ldem.
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* --.-. . Asia.n Challenge: t? *: Co.ncept of Ilniversaliry

V Reassembling Consensus; Identiffing Core ltights

The identification of core human rights constitutes a task of huge complexity, the

successful completion of which will require the input of many of those dedicated

1o the pr.ogressive deveiopment of the intemational law of human rights. At any

rate, even a more or less comprehegsive analysis of some of the problems and

prospects involved would exceed the boundaries of the present paper. The

iollowing skerchy thoughts are aimed only at inviting comments - particularly also

from non-Westem poinls of view - ffid, consequsntly, pretend to be no more than

a rnodest contribution to the quest for universality of human rights.3s

put summariiy, human rights as they originated in the West have developed

on the basis of the thoughts set forlh by Locke on the one hand and by Kant on

the other. For reasons of expediency these thoughts, as they have been

subsequently elaborated and built upon by others, are designated here as the

Lockean and Kantean perspectives. The rnain difference between these two schools

of thought may be summarised in that the former is of a more egoistic/realistic

nature while the latter is characterised by a lnore social/idealistic bent'

The Lockean approach starts from the premise inspired by Hobbes' description

of the so-called state of nature that legitimate goveffrment is required to protect

man from his own violence and the additional assertion that man has a right 'not
only to physical existence, but to a comfortable and potentially wealthy one as

well...'36 This point of departure is now usualiy referred to as man's inherent

drive for 'comfortable self-preservation'. From this a number of principles are

derived which in fact boil down to the triplet life, freedom and propeffy. The frrst

is defined as a 'right to a stable govemment (...) to protect citizens from assault

on life and limb', the second principle implies a'right of iiberty and movement',

while the third stipulates a 'right to accurnulate and use - even destroy-by using
* outward things such as *on*y, lands, houses, furnifirre and the like.'37

The Kantean perspective constitutes a reaction against the selfishness implied

in a purely Lockean approach. It does not deny the human drive for self*

prese1ation, but simultaneously emphasises man's longing for obiects that are

totaily no1*material, above all his desire for self-esteem which requires his

recogrrition as mdn by other men. The Kantean approach, consequently,

'5 The following observations constitute a partial $ummary of C.J.H. van Hoof, 'lluman Rights in

a Multi-Culrural World: The Need For Continued Dialogue', in: Ronald St. John MacDonald

(general Editor), Essays in Honour of WangTieya,Dofirecht 1994, pp.877-892; andC.J.[I. van

lioof, 'Anarchie en Hierafchie in het Internationale Recht inzake de Rechten van de Mens'

[Anarchy and Hierarchy in the International Law of Human RightsJ, in: .]'J-H. Bluqgink e.a''
'Rechtsuitgang; 

Opstellen aangeboden aan prof.mr. N. E. A lgra {Essays in Honottr of N E. Algral ,

Croningen 1992, pP. 216-246
16 See the lucid description by F. Fukuyama,The End of flistory AndThe Last Man, New York.

1992, pp. 153-161.

" See the Lockean model set forth by C. Onvin and T, Pangle, "I'he Philosophical Foundations o{

Human Rights", in: M.F. Plattner, Human Rights in Our Tine, 1984, pp' l-22'
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incorporates the Lockean heritage in the form of 'preservation rights' but adds a

nu*L*, of 'esteern rights'. Taken together both sets of rights give substanco to the

concept of human dignity as it was eventually embedded i1 the first preambuiar

, paragraph of the Universai Declaration of Human'Rights.38

Lockean and Kantean perspectives do not constituie complete antipoies

, although they present 
"oniid*iubl. 

differences. These differences manifest

themseives most concretely in a dlvergrng appreciation of the right to property on

clear that the Kantean approach squares more easily with modem international law

of human rights. The right to property has been 'downgraded' as it was included

in Article 17 of the 1948 Universal Declaration, while the 1966 Covenants do not

refer to the right to own property at all. Conversely, economic, social and cultural

rights were set forth in ashort-hand version in the Universal Declaration's Articles

20 and 22-29, but have been elaborated in a more detailed marlner in the

International Covenant on Econonric, social and cuitural Rights.

On the basis of the modem understanding of human rights in the more

inclusive Kantean sense the present author in earlier studies has tried to deduce a

, number of core rights.ar These. efforts have resulted in the following tentative

list:
t) The right to recognition as a person befbre the law;

2) The rights to life, adequate food, clothing, housing, medical care, and the

right to limited ProPertY;
3) T[e rights to security and integrity of the person, and the rights to freedom

frcm slavery, servitude, torture. arbitrary deprivation of liberty as well as the

rights to freedom from retroactive effect of penal legislation and not to be

imprisoned merely on the ground of inability to fulfil a contractual obiigation;

4) The right to freedom from discrimination;

5) The right of access to court and the right to a fair trial; and

6) The rights to freedom of thought, conscience and religion'

l9

This paragraph readsi 'Wheieas recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equal and

inalienable riihts of all members of the human family is the foundation of freedom, justice and

peace in the world...'
io Orwin and Pangle, /oc.cir. (note 3?), p. 4, 'The right to accumulate property is (..') at the

heart of tho original notion of buman rights...', while 'Kanteans' usually accord a more modest

place and/or a more resrictivs interpretationto this right^

brwin and Pangle, loc.cit. (aote 37), p. 15, uphold with respect to tbese rights: 'we can questlon

tho status as 1'human righ*' of what are, in a sense, lett€rs to Santa Claus.' In the Kantean

perspective economic; social and cultural rights are not only considered futl-fledged rightg, but

some of them are ev€n ranked among the rrost essential human rights' o; 
- . 

'

See supra note 35- These studies rvere infonned by P. van Dijk, 'Rechten van de Mbns en

, Ontwikkelingssamenwerking, Enige Rechtsbeginselpn' fHuman Rights and Development

Cqoperation, Some Principles of Larv], NJCM-Bultetin {Netherlands Review of Human RiShlsJ,

No. 5-1" 1980; pp. 4-20; and J. Donnelty and R. Howard, 'Assessing National Human Righrs

Performance: A Theoretical Framework', fluman Rights Quarterly, Vol. 10, 1988, pp. 214-248.
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It is submitted that the rights iisted should be considered to beiong to the category

of core rights. this point of view may be summarily subsUntiated or explained as

follows. As a preliminary obsew'ation it shouid be pointed out that ali the rights

enumerated in Article a{D of the Intemational Covenant on Civil and Political

Rights as non-derogable or notstandfest are inciuded in the above list. Bven apart

froL its implications in general, this is particularly interesting within the

framework of tlie prcsent discussion, because non-derogability seems to be a

widely accepted criterion for characterising rights as core rights. With respect to

the question of identifying core righls the Minister of Foreign Affairs of Singapore

conceded: 'Many will argue that the "non-derogable" rights in the International

Covenant on Civil and Poiitical Rights will be among them. I agree''42 As a
further general observation it is interesting to point out that all the rlghts in the list

are, at least in subslance, set forth by the State Council of the People's Republic

of China as important rights.ul

As far as the specific rights in the list are concemed the following additional

reasons may be briefly adduced to lustifu their inclusion among the core rights.

The tisting of the right to recognition as a person before the law under 1) in

my view needs little explanation. Without observance of that right the guarantee

of all other human rights may become illusory. lt may even be argued that the

very nature of the right to legal recognition - which is buttressed by its inclusion

in Article a{\ of the Intemational Covenant on Civil and Political Rights *
requires it to take precedence over all other rights'

The fundamental character of the rights listed under 2) would seem to have

become, for all practical purposes, unCOntested. They represent 'preservation' or

'survival' rights par excellence. It is true that some adherents to a Lockean

approach still refuse to recognize economic, social and cuifural rights on the same

footing as civil and political rights. That does not, however, dctract from the fact

that modem intemational law of human rights has done so. In addition to

overlookiirg a major development in international human rights law the denial of
human rights statuS,,to economic, social and cultural rights seems even difficult to
reconcile with the Lockean basic tenet of 'comfortable preservation'. If the

strongest human urge is 'to postpone death and minimize the sufferings that bring
death nearer' and the ensuing basic rar'son d'1tre of governrnent is 'to provide

immediate physical security',aa it rernains inexplicable why the right to litb is
ranked as the most fundamental human right while its equivalents in the economic

field are denied the same status. In other words, just as the right to life, the rights
to adequate food, clothing, housing and medical care as 'preservatiOn' or'survival
rights' are to be considered as core rights.

n' S"" supra fiole l, p. 7.o' 
See Information Office of the State Council of The People"s Republic of China, Human Rights

in China, Beijing 1991, in particular pp. l'29,
See Orwin and Pangle, ioc,cir. (note 37j, pp.3-A.
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Separate explanation merits the inclusion of the right to limited property under

2)- Th* iS based on arguments put forward by Donrieliy and Howard concerning

that right..They consider the right to own property as a proxy for the right to food

and thus count the former right'among the 'preservation' or 'survival' rights. At
the same time, however, the right to prop€rty is narrowly defined: 'no individual

or family should be deprived, either by private citizens, corporate entities, or the

State, of the proper-ty that he or she, or the horrsehold unit, may own or control

in order to produie food or an individual or household income.'as This definition

already implies that the authors reject 'any attempt to_attach the right to property

to nonhumin entities such as business corporations.'+6 This approach constitutes

a middle of the road position bgtween the extremes of, on the one hand, adjudgrng

the right to property a predominant place and, on the other hand, of almost

denying it the very status of a human right.
As fur as can be judged by the present author the core character of the rights

tisted undei 3)'is iruly unconlested. They all beiong to the category of Civil and

political rights and aie directly related to the concept of the rule of law.a? Not
surprisingly, therefore, several of them are designated as non-derogable in Articie
4(2) of the lntemational Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.

The status of the right to freedom of discriminalion caunot better be summed

up than in the words of Van Boven, according to whom 'It is fair to say that in

the practice and activities of the United Nations no human rights principle has

received such a prominent position as the elimination of racism and racial

discrimination.'a8 The prohibition of discrimination figures prominently in the

lntemational Bill of Rights, while specific forms of discrimination, such as racial
rjiscrimination, the crirne of apartheid, and discrimination against women have

been made the subject of separate intemational inst'uments. Thus the right to
freedom from discrimination has developed into the mainstay of internationai

human rights law. It may be considered as the 'esteem t'rgtrt' par excellence.

The right of access to court and the right to a fair trial listed under 5) are to

be considered as constitutive elements of the concept of the rule of law. From the

point of view of the effective realization of human rights procedural guarantees

complementing the substantive provisions are indispensable. Substantive human

rights, particularly also the ones regarded as the most essential, run the risk of
remaining empty shells as far as their implementation in practice is concemed if

45 Donnelly and Howard, loc.cil. (note 41), p. 247.
o6 lbidem, p.246.
4? According to A. Aitman, Crilicat Legal Sludies; A Liberal Critique, Prin.ceton 1990, pp.23'24,

the rule of taw serves two important principles; 'fair notice' requiring the State tg establish a

well-defined zone of freedom in which 'people will have a fair notice of when and how the State

will intervene in their lives' and 'legal acoountability' which requires that 'any deploymeni of
power by the organs of the State be authorized by a preexisting system of authoritative legal

norms.'
ot Th. van Boven, 'Disringuishing Criteria of Human Rights', in: K. Vasak (ed.j, The lnternalional

Dimensiotr of Human Rig&ts, Paris 1992, pp. 44-60-
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they are not backed up by the procedural arrangements Bsually designated as due
"pii"u* 

of law. fne iuarantees emar*ting from due process are held to be so

important that they *E *, 3uu taken as derivatives of th* concept of the rule of

iu-ri, U,rt rather as-formi,ig pu* and parcel of that concept'ae 
..

Finally, the rigtits ;-d.*oom oi tnougtrq conscience and religion are listed

under 6) because th.y ;t considered as belonging to the most important of the

.esteein' rights. e suUsiOiary practical argument in favour of a prominent ptace

for the rights just *"n ionui may be found in the fact that the irnplementation of

these rights involves comparatively liule effo* an#or costs on the part of the

government concemed. nealization of, for instance, the right to adequate food,

housing and medical care may, depending on the particular circumstances, fquir:
painstaiing policy arrangementt ryq uk: up considerable parts of the govemment

budget; in comparison f"edo* of thought, conscience and religion can be easily

achieved. It is true ii," it. characterlf abstention-right or intervention-right

should not be a decisive criterion for considering a right as a human right or even

anessentiallrumanright.Arthesame,thisdoesnotprecludethatthe
comparativety ,on-probtlmatic nah'e of the implementation of certain rights may

strengthen *" argo*"rri for including them arnong the most essential rights.

within the liamework of the foregoing brief survey a number of fundamental

questions and issues hailo U. leftiutif consideration, notably for instance the

controversies surrounding the phenonlenon of collective righls'50 Nevertheless'

ir is submined that tii" riifrtt mentioned are, although maybe not exclusively' to

be considered core rights-

50
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